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Abstract

Point cloud semantic segmentation is a crucial task in 3D
scene understanding. Existing methods mainly focus on em-
ploying a large number of annotated labels for supervised
semantic segmentation. Nonetheless, manually labeling such
large point clouds for the supervised segmentation task is
time-consuming. In order to reduce the number of annotated
labels, we propose a semi-supervised semantic point cloud
segmentation network, named SSPC-Net, where we train the
semantic segmentation network by inferring the labels of
unlabeled points from the few annotated 3D points. In our
method, we first partition the whole point cloud into super-
points and build superpoint graphs to mine the long-range
dependencies in point clouds. Based on the constructed su-
perpoint graph, we then develop a dynamic label propaga-
tion method to generate the pseudo labels for the unsuper-
vised superpoints. Particularly, we adopt a superpoint dropout
strategy to dynamically select the generated pseudo labels.
In order to fully exploit the generated pseudo labels of the
unsupervised superpoints, we furthermore propose a coupled
attention mechanism for superpoint feature embedding. Fi-
nally, we employ the cross-entropy loss to train the seman-
tic segmentation network with the labels of the supervised
superpoints and the pseudo labels of the unsupervised su-
perpoints. Experiments on various datasets demonstrate that
our semi-supervised segmentation method can achieve better
performance than the current semi-supervised segmentation
method with fewer annotated 3D points. Our code is avail-
able at https://github.com/MMCheng/SSPC-Net.

INTRODUCTION
Due to the increasing growth of 3D point cloud data, point
cloud semantic segmentation has been receiving more and
more attention in the 3D computer vision community. Most
of these segmentation methods focus on fully supervised
segmentation with manually annotated points (Hu et al.
2020; Thomas et al. 2019; Lei, Akhtar, and Mian 2020; Zhao
et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2019a). However, annotating large-
scale 3D point clouds is a cumbersome process, which is
costly in labor and time. Particularly, the number of point
clouds in some real scenes such as the indoor scene can of-
ten reach the order of magnitude to millions. Therefore, it is
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difficult to obtain the accurate labels of these million points
for full-supervised segmentation.

Different from full-supervised point cloud segmentation,
semi-supervised segmentation aims to learn a good label
prediction for point clouds with partially annotated points.
Recent works have been dedicated to the semi-supervised
point cloud segmentation task. Guinard et al. (Guinard and
Landrieu 2017) propose a weakly supervised conditional
random field classifier for 3D LiDAR point cloud segmenta-
tion. However, it converts the segmentation task into an op-
timization problem, and the contextual information in point
clouds is ignored. Mei et al. propose a semi-supervised 3D
LiDAR point cloud segmentation method (Mei et al. 2019),
where the 3D data is projected to range images for fea-
ture embedding, and the inter-frame constraints are com-
bined with some labeled samples to encourage feature con-
sistency. Nonetheless, the constraints along the LiDAR se-
quential frames are not available in general 3D segmenta-
tion datasets. Lately, (Xu and Lee 2020) proposes a semi-
supervised point cloud segmentation method, which em-
ploys three constraints to enhance the feature learning of un-
labeled points, including block-level label penalization, data
augmentation with rotation and flipping for prediction con-
sistency, and a spatial and color smoothness constraint in
local regions. Although it can obtain effective segmentation
results, the long-range relations are ignored in this method.

Although some efforts have been made on semi-
supervised point cloud segmentation, how to accurately pre-
dict the labels of unannotated points for segmentation is still
a challenging problem. Particularly, since point clouds are
irregular, it is difficult to exploit the geometry structures of
point clouds to accurately infer pseudo labels of unannotated
points for label propagation. In addition, the uncertainty of
inferred pseudo labels of unannotated points hinders the net-
work from learning discriminative features of point clouds,
leading to inaccurate label prediction.

Aiming at the aforementioned two problems, in this paper,
we propose a novel semi-supervised semantic point cloud
segmentation network, named SSPC-Net. We first divide the
point clouds into superpoints and build the superpoint graph,
where the superpoint is a set of points with isotropically ge-
ometric features. Thus, we can convert the point-level label
prediction problem in the point cloud segmentation task into
the superpoint-level label prediction problem. Following the



method in (Landrieu and Simonovsky 2018), we employ the
gated graph neural network (GNN) (Li et al. 2015) for su-
perpoint feature embedding. In order to fully exploit the lo-
cal geometry structure of the constructed superpoint graph,
we then develop a dynamic label propagation method to ac-
curately infer pseudo labels for unsupervised superpoints.
Specifically, the labels of supervised superpoints are gradu-
ally extended to the adjacent superpoints with high seman-
tic similarity along the edges of the superpoint graph. We
also adopt a superpoint dropout strategy to obtain the high-
quality pseudo labels during the label propagation process,
where the extended superpoints with low confidences are dy-
namically pruned. Furthermore, we propose a coupled atten-
tion mechanism to learn the discriminative context features
of superpoints. We alternatively perform attention on the su-
pervised and extended superpoints so that the discrimination
of the features of the supervised and extended superpoints
can be boosted each other, alleviating the uncertainty of the
inferred pseudo labels of the unsupervised superpoints. Fi-
nally, we employ a combined cross-entropy loss to train the
segmentation network. Extensive results on various indoor
and outdoor datasets demonstrate that our method can yield
good performance with only few point-level annotations.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as:
(1) We develop a dynamic superpoint label propagation
method to accurately infer the pseudo labels of unsupervised
superpoints. We also present a superpoint dropout strategy to
select the high-quality pseudo labels. (2) We propose a cou-
pled attention mechanism on the supervised and extended
superpoints to learn the discriminative features of the su-
perpoints. (3) Our proposed method can yield better perfor-
mance than the current semi-supervised point cloud seman-
tic segmentation method with fewer labels.

Related Work
Deep learning on 3D point clouds. Recently, many deep
learning methods are proposed to tackle point cloud classi-
fication and segmentation. Some methods (Wu et al. 2015;
Maturana and Scherer 2015; Sedaghat et al. 2016; Qi et al.
2016) voxelize point clouds and employ 3D CNNs for fea-
ture embedding. However, the voxel-based methods suffer
from the large memory cost due to the high-resolution vox-
els. By projecting point clouds into 2D views, (Su et al.
2015; Boulch, Le Saux, and Audebert 2017; Tatarchenko
et al. 2018) use classic CNNs to extract features from point
clouds. However, the view-based methods are sensitive to
the density of 3D data. To reduce memory cost and addi-
tional preprocessing, Qi et al. propose PointNet, which di-
rectly processes the unordered point clouds and uses multi-
layer perceptrons (MLPs) and the maxpooling function for
feature embedding. Following PointNet, many efforts (Qi
et al. 2017b; Klokov and Lempitsky 2017; Wang et al.
2019a; Hua, Tran, and Yeung 2018; Li et al. 2018; Zhao et al.
2019; Wang et al. 2019b; Thomas et al. 2019; Wu et al. 2019;
Liu et al. 2019; Han et al. 2020; Zhao and Tao 2020; Feng
et al. 2018; Ma et al. 2018) are proposed for point cloud pro-
cessing. Although these methods have achieved decent per-
formance, their models depend on fully annotated 3D point
clouds for training. However, in this paper, we focus on the

semi-supervised point cloud semantic segmentation.
Semi-/Weakly supervised deep learning on 3D point

clouds. Many efforts (Mei et al. 2019; Wei et al. 2020; Xu
and Lee 2020) have been proposed to tackle semi-/weakly
supervised point cloud semantic segmentation. In (Mei et al.
2019), Mei et al. introduce a semi-supervised 3D LiDAR
data segmentation method. It first converts the 3D data to
depth maps and then applies CNNs for feature embedding.
In addition to a small part of supervised data, it also lever-
ages the temporal constraints along the LiDAR scans se-
quence to boost feature consistency. Therefore, it is not prac-
ticable for general point cloud segmentation cases. Inspired
by CAM (Zhou et al. 2016), Wei et al. propose MPRM (Wei
et al. 2020) with scene-level and subcloud-level labels for
weakly supervised segmentation. Specifically, it leverages a
point class activation map (PCAM) to obtain the localization
of each class and then generates point-wise pseudo labels
with a multi-path region mining module. In this way, the
segmentation network can be trained in a fully supervised
manner. However, in practice, generating the subcloud-level
annotation is still time-consuming. Lately, in (Xu and Lee
2020), Xu et al. propose a semi-supervised algorithm, which
uses three constraints on the unlabeled points, i.e., the block
level labels for penalizing the negative categories in point
clouds, data augmentation with random in-plane rotation
and flipping for feature consistency and a spatial and color
smoothness constraint in point clouds.

Our Method
In this section, we present our semi-supervised point cloud
segmentation network and the outline of our framework is
shown in Fig. 1. We first introduce the superpoint graph em-
bedding module. Then we propose a dynamic label propa-
gation approach combined with a superpoint dropout strat-
egy. Next, we propose a coupled attention mechanism to
learn discriminative contextual features of superpoints. Fi-
nally, we depict the framework of our method.

Superpoint Graph Embedding
To obtain the superpoints and learn the superpoint features,
following (Landrieu and Simonovsky 2018), we perform an
unsupervised superpoints partition approach to generate su-
perpoints and then build superpoint graphs combined with
graph neural network (GNN) for superpoints feature embed-
ding. Denote G = (V, E) as the superpoint graph built upon
superpoints, where V is the node set and E is the edge set.
Edge (i, j) ∈ E links node i ∈ V with j ∈ V . We first
perform a lightweight PointNet-like structure on the super-
points to obtain superpoints features. After that, we learn
the superpoint embedding with the gated GNN used in (Li
et al. 2015). Given the superpoint embeddings and the semi-
supervision, we can penalize the model with incomplete su-
pervision. For a point cloud consists of N superpoints, we
define ai ∈ {0, 1}N to indicate whether the i-th superpoint
has supervision. Then the segmentation loss Ls on the su-
perpoint graph embedding module can be formulated as:

Ls =
1

A

∑N

i=1
ai · Floss (zi,yi) (1)
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed semi-supervised semantic point cloud segmentation network (SSPC-Net). We first leverage
the gated GNN to extract superpoints features. Then based on the superpoint graph, we conduct the dynamic label propagation
strategy to generate pseudo labels. Next, based on the supervised superpoints and the extended superpoints, we perform a
coupled attention mechanism to further boost the extraction of discriminative contextual features in the point cloud.
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Figure 2: The procedure of our dynamic label propagation.
We progressively propagate the superpoint-level label and
discard the extended superpoint with low confidence.

where Floss is the loss function and we choose the cross-
entropy loss in experiments, A =

∑N
i=1 ai is adopted for

normalization, zi represents the superpoint-level label of i-
superpoint and yi is the prediction logit.

The reason why we choose the superpoint graph as the
representation of point cloud is at two points. On the one
hand, the superpoint is geometrically isotropic and there-
fore we can directly extend the point-level label to the
superpoint-level label, which alleviates the lack of supervi-
sion. On the other hand, since the superpoint graph is rooted
in the geometric structure of the point cloud, where the link-
ing edges between the superpoints greatly facilitate the fea-
ture propagation. Thus we can obtain more discriminative
contextual features of superpoints.

Dynamic Label Propagation
To propagate superpoint labels, we propose a dynamic label
propagation strategy to generate pseudo labels. Suppose we
have constructed three sets: the supervised superpoints set S,
unsupervised superpoints set U , and extended superpoints
set E. Note that at the beginning we set E = ∅. Besides,
elements in each set indicate the index of superpoints.

For ∀ i ∈ T, T = S ∪ E, we use the adjacent superpoints
to construct candidate set Ni, where we consider propagat-
ing labels in it. Suppose zi is the label of i-th superpoint.
Note that ∀ j ∈ Ni must satisfy two constraints: j ∈ U and
the predicted category of the j-th superpoint should be the

same as that of the i-th superpoint, that is, zi. Compared with
other unsupervised superpoints, elements in Ni are with
higher possibilities to be assigned with pseudo labels, due
to the close geometric relations and the close distances to
the i-th superpoint. To generate high-quality pseudo labels,
we assess the confidence scores of the superpoints inNi and
denote the scores as mi ∈ R|Ni|. Then, we enumerate all the
superpoints in Ni and select the superpoint with the highest
confidence score. The operation can be formulated as:

j∗ = argmax
j=1,2,...,|Ni|

(mi,j) (2)

where j∗ represents the index of the superpoint with the
highest confidence score in Ni. To further ensure the high
quality of pseudo labels, we set the threshold τ to filter the
selected superpoints with dissatisfactory confidence values.
When the confidence score mi,j∗ > τ , the j∗-th superpoint
is selected and assigned with pseudo label zi. Then j∗ will
be removed from the unsupervised superpoints set U and
added to the extended superpoints set E. On the contrary, if
there is no superpoint satisfying the constraint, no superpoint
will be extended from Ni. In the experiments, τ is empiri-
cally set to 0.9. Note that for each extension procedure, we
merge the supervised superpoints set S and the extended su-
perpoints set E to the new set T = S ∪ E for further exten-
sion. Because the extended superpoints with pseudo labels
can also be treated as the superpoints with supervision for
further label propagation. In this way, we can progressively
propagate the labels of the supervised superpoints and gen-
erate more high-quality pseudo labels for unsupervised su-
perpoints in U . What’s more, Algorithm 1 shows the details
of the graph-based supervision extension procedure.

Since our extension strategy is performed progressively,
we consider removing the low-confidence superpoints in the
extended superpoints set E. Hence, we propose a superpoint
dropout strategy assessing the reliability of the extended su-
perpoints in the embedding space. In the superpoints set
T = S ∪ E, we cluster the superpoints into c classes ac-
cording to the superpoints labels or pseudo labels, where c
is the number of categories. Suppose Ci is the i-th cluster set
that contains the index of the superpoints belonging to the



Algorithm 1: Graph-based supervision extension
Input: Supervised superpoints set S, unsupervised

superpoints set U , extended superpoints set E,
threshold τ

Output: Updated sets U and E
1 T = S ∪ E
2 for i ∈ T do
3 Denote zi as the label of i-th superpoint
4 Construct the adjacent supeproints set Ni

5 if Ni 6= ∅ then
6 Generate the confidence scores mi

7 j∗ = argmax
j=1,2,...,|Ni|

(mi,j)

8 if mj∗

i > τ then
9 Assign pseudo label zi to the j∗-th

superpoint
10 U := U \ {j∗} E := E ∪ {j∗}

i-th category. In addition, we denote vi as the feature of the
cluster center of Ci, which is computed by averaging the fea-
tures of all the superpoints in Ci. We assess the confidence
of the extended superpoints by considering its distance to
the corresponding cluster center in the feature space. For
∀ j ∈ E ∩ Ci, its Euclidean distance to the cluster center
in the feature space is formulated as:

dji = ‖fj − vi‖2 (3)

where fj ∈ RD is the feature of j-th superpoint, and vi ∈
RD is the feature of cluster center. Smaller distance indicates
the higher reliability of extended superpoints, whereas the
larger distance means the higher uncertainty. Therefore, in
each cluster, we discard k extended superpoints that are fur-
thest from the cluster center, where k is set to 0.05∗|E ∩Ci|.
In other words, we retain the most reliable 95% superpoints
and drop the 5% unreliable superpoints in the setE∩Ci. Our
superpoint dropout strategy is explained in Algorithm 2.

Concretely, as shown in Fig. 2, we perform our graph-
based dynamic label propagation strategy every M epochs,
therefore, the extended superpoints are gradually “growing”
on the graph from the supervised superpoints. The reason
why we conduct the extension operation in a multi-stage
manner instead of every epoch is that our extension strat-
egy is a cumulative one, which means that too much exten-
sion operations will cause redundant extended superpoints
and aggravate the memory cost. Meanwhile, the model is not
stable at the beginning, which is not conducive to generating
extended superpoints.

Coupled Attention for Feature Enhancement
Aiming to learn more discriminative contextual features in
point clouds, we propose a coupled attention mechanism.
For ∀ i ∈ S, we denote the corresponding embedding as
hi ∈ RD. Similarly, for ∀ j ∈ E, we denote the corre-
sponding embedding as hj . By weighing all the extended
superpoints, we extract the novel contextual feature of i-th

Algorithm 2: Superpoint dropout strategy
Input: Number of classes c, supervised superpoints set

S, unsupervised superpoints set U , extended
superpoints set E

Output: Updated sets U and E
1 T = S ∪ E
2 Cluster on T and obtain c cluster sets: C1, C2, . . . , Cc
3 for i = 1 : c do
4 Compute the feature vi of the cluster center of Ci
5 for each j ∈ E ∩ Ci do
6 Generate the feature fj of the j-th superpoint
7 Compute the distance dji = ‖fj − vi‖2
8 Find the farthest 5% superpoints (add to Cdrop) in

E ∩ Ci from the cluster center according to the
distance di

9 E := E \ Cdrop U := U ∪ Cdrop

superpoint with attention mechanism:

xi =
∑

j∈E
g (φ(hi,hj))� α(hj) (4)

where φ(hi,hj) = MLP (hi − hj) embeds the channel-
wise relations between superpoints, α(hj) = MLP (hj)
is a unary function for individual superpoint embedding,
φ(·, ·) : RD → RD and α : RD → RD, � is the Hadamard
product. g is a normalization function and is defined as:

g (φl(hi,hj)) =
exp(φl(hi,hj))∑

r∈E exp(φl(hi,hr))
(5)

where l = 1, 2, . . . , D, represents l-th element of embed-
ding φl(·, ·). Consequently, the matrix representation of the
attention operation on the supervised superpoints in S can
be formulated as:

Xs =
∑

j∈E
Wes,j �He,j (6)

where Xs ∈ R|S|×D, Wes,j ∈ R|S|×D, He,j ∈ R|S|×D
and j enumerates the extended superpoints in E. Note that
Wes ∈ R|S|×|E|×D represents the channel-wise weights
from the extended superpoints to the supervised superpoints.

Once we obtain the attention embedding Xs ∈ R|S|×D,
we can derive new segmentation logits of supervised super-
points and formulate the loss as:

Les =
1

|S|
∑

i∈S
Floss (zi, FC (Xs,i)) (7)

where zi is the superpoint-level label, Xs,i is the atten-
tion feature of the corresponding supervised superpoint, and
Floss is the cross-entropy loss adopted in experiments. Note
that FC is the fully connected layer, which maps the Xs,i ∈
R|S|×D from the D-dim to the dimension of the categories.

Similarly, to promote the feature characterization of the
extended superpoints, we then perform attention on the ex-
tended superpoints in reverse. By weighting the new features
enhanced by the attention operation of the supervised super-
points, we boost the context feature propagation and thus
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Figure 3: The coupled attention for feature enhancement.

enhance the robustness of the features of the extended su-
perpoints. Thus, for ∀j ∈ E, the new embedding of the cor-
responding superpoint can be calculated as:

yj =
∑

i∈S
g (ψ(hj ,xi))� β(xi) (8)

where ψ(hj ,xi) = MLP (hj − xi) characterizes the de-
pendencies of the extended superpoints on the attention em-
beddings of the supervised superpoints. β(xi) =MLP (xi)
is a unary function similar to α, ψ(·, ·) : RD → RD and
β : RD → RD. g is a normalization function defined as:

g (ψl(hj ,xi)) =
exp(ψl(hj ,xi))∑

r∈S exp(ψl(hj ,xr))
(9)

where l = 1, 2, . . . , D, denotes l-th element of embedding
ψ(·, ·). Then the matrix representation of the attention oper-
ation on the extended superpoints in E can be defined as:

Ye =
∑

i∈S
Wese,i �X s,i (10)

where Ye ∈ R|E|×D, Wese,i ∈ R|E|×D, X s,i ∈ R|E|×D
and i enumerates superpoints in S. Note that X s is the fea-
ture after employing function β(·) on attention feature Xs.
In this way, we develop the coupled attention, i.e., Wese ∈
R|S|×|E|×D denotes the channel-wise weights from the at-
tentional supervised superpoints to extended superpoints.

Then the loss Lese on the extended superpoints with en-
hanced attention features can be formulated as:

Lese =
1

|E|
∑

j∈E
Floss

(
zpj , FC (Ye,j)

)
(11)

where zpj is the pseudo label and Floss is the cross-entropy
loss as well. FC maps the feature to the category space.

Specifically, as shown in Fig. 3, our coupled attention con-
siders the intra- and inter-relations concurrently. To encour-
age the feature consistency in different point clouds, we in-
tegrate the supervised superpoints and extended superpoints
in various point clouds into sets S and E, respectively. The
connections between S and E are constructed within and
across various point cloud samples, and superpoints with
the same labels are encouraged to have more similar seman-
tic embeddings compared to those with diverse classes. As
a result, by alternatively performing attention on the super-
vised and extended superpoints, more long-range dependen-
cies between superpoints are built. Hence, the model learns
more discriminative and robust contextual features of the su-
pervised and unsupervised superpoints.

Framework
The framework of our model is illustrated in Fig. 1. In
our framework, the superpoint graph embedding module is
the basis of our point cloud feature embedding. Based on
this module, the dynamic label propagation method assesses
the semantic similarity between the superpoints and prop-
agates the superpoint-level supervision along the edges of
the superpoint graph. Then, with the extended superpoints
searched by the dynamic label propagation module, we pro-
pose a coupled attention mechanism to boost the contextual
feature learning of the point cloud.

The final objective function is a combination of the three
objectives Lfinal = Ls+λ1 ·Les+λ2 ·Lese and we empir-
ically set λ1, λ2 to 1. As shown in Fig. 1, the dynamic label
propagation module and coupled attention module are only
conducted in the training stage. For testing, we obtain the
inferred prediction directly from the superpoint graph em-
bedding module.

Experiments
Implementation Details
To train our model, we adopt Adam optimizer with a base
learning rate of 0.01. For the S3DIS (Armeni et al. 2016),
ScanNet (Dai et al. 2017) and vKITTI (Gaidon et al. 2016)
dataset, we employ the mini-batch size of 4, 8, 8, respec-
tively. We empirically implement the dynamic label propa-
gation module every M = 40 epochs.

Semi-supervision generation. To produce the semi-
supervision of point clouds, we randomly select a part of the
points with annotations in each class. For example, given a
point cloud containing n points with c classes, suppose the
supervision rate be r, then we evenly distribute the supervi-
sion budget r · n and randomly sample (r · n)/c points in
each category as the supervised points. The label of super-
point is the category with the most annotated points. If there
is no supervised point contained, then the superpoint will be
unsupervised. Note that compared with the sampling strat-
egy of random sampling annotated points directly in point
clouds, our labeling mechanism is more in coincident with
the human annotation behavior, since the random sampling
strategy will result in that most of the supervised points will
be occupied by the areas with simple geometric structure
but more points, e.g., walls, roads, etc. For evaluation, all
the quantitative results are computed at the point level.

Semi-supervised Semantic Segmentation
S3DIS. S3DIS (Armeni et al. 2016) dataset is an indoor 3D
dataset including 6 areas and 13 categories. Three metrics
are adopted for quantitative evaluation: mean IoU (mIoU),
mean class accuracy (mAcc), and overall accuracy (OA).

The quantitative and visual results are shown in Tab. 1 and
Fig. 4, respectively. For a fair comparison, we test our frame-
work with the “1pt” labeling strategy adopted in (Xu and Lee
2020) (dubbed “Semi-Seg” in Tab. 1) as well, which samples
one point in each category of each block as the supervised
point. It can be seen that our SSPC-Net achieves a signifi-
cant gain of 9.3% in terms of mIoU with the “1pt” labeling
strategy. In (Xu and Lee 2020), Xu et al. split the point cloud



Method Rate mIoU mAcc OA

6-fold cross validation

Full

PointNet 100% 47.6 66.2 78.5
SPGraph 100% 62.1 73.0 85.5
PointCNN 100% 65.3 75.6 88.1
RSNet 100% 56.4 66.4 -
G+RCU2 100% 49.7 66.4 81.1
3P-RNN 100% 56.3 73.6 86.9

Semi-
Baseline 0.002% 45.1 63.7 73.9
SSPC-Net 0.002% 48.5 68.3 79.1
SSPC-Net 0.01% 54.5 70.8 80.4

Fold 5

Full

PointNet 100% 41.1 49.0 -
PointNet++ 100% 47.8 - -
SPGraph 100% 58.0 66.5 86.3
SegCloud 100% 48.9 57.3 -
PointCNN 100% 57.2 63.8 85.9

Semi-

Semi-Seg 1pt 44.5 - -
Semi-Seg 10% 48.0 - -
Baseline 0.002% 39.6 52.1 72.4
SSPC-Net 0.002% 43.0 56.4 76.2
SSPC-Net 0.01% 51.5 63.8 82.0
SSPC-Net 1pt 53.8 63.9 83.8

Table 1: Evaluation on the S3DIS dataset.

into blocks and then train and test their model on each block
separately. Nonetheless, our model learns the embeddings of
superpoints in the whole point cloud, therefore we can ob-
tain more discriminative contextual features and yield better
performance. Note that in Tab. 1, “Baseline” represents our
method without the label propagation strategy and coupled
attention mechanism. One can see that our SSPC-Net im-
proves the performance from 39.6% to 43.0% in terms of
mIoU with the supervision rate of 0.002% on Area 5 of the
S3DIS dataset, benefiting from the pseudo labels generated
from the label propagation and the discriminative contextual
features extracted by the coupled attention mechanism.

ScanNet. ScanNet (Dai et al. 2017) is an indoor scene
dataset containing 1513 point clouds with 20 categories. We
split the dataset into a training set with 1201 scenes and a
testing set with 312 scenes following (Qi et al. 2017b). We
adopt overall semantic voxel labeling accuracy (OA) and
mean IoU (mIoU) for evaluation.

We list the quantitative results on the testing set in Tab. 2.
Similar to S3DIS, ScanNet is also an indoor dataset, but the
point cloud of ScanNet is much sparser than that of S3DIS.
This brings greater challenges to the propagation of super-
vised labels. However, the proposed model can still achieve
good segmentation results and even outperform some fully
supervised methods like PointNet (Qi et al. 2017a) with
semi-supervision. Furthermore, the performance of the pro-
posed model is much better than the baseline method, which
further validates the effectiveness of our method.

vKITTI. vKITTI (Gaidon et al. 2016) dataset mimics the
real-world KITTI dataset and contains the synthetic out-
door scenes with 13 classes (including road, tree, terrain,
car, etc.). For evaluation, we split the dataset into 6 non-

Method Rate ScanNet vKITTI
mIoU OA mIoU mAcc OA

Full

PointNet 100% - 73.9 34.4 47.0 79.7
PointNet++ 100% - 84.5 - - -
SSP + SPG 100% - - 52.0 67.3 84.3
G+RCU 100% - - 35.6 57.6 79.7
RSNet 100% 39.3 79.2 - - -
3P-RNN 100% - - 41.6 54.1 87.8
3DCNN 100% - 73.0 - - -

Semi-
Baseline 0.01% 24.1 38.2 35.7 53.4 79.2
SSPC-Net 0.01% 27.1 66.6 41.0 55.7 81.2
SSPC-Net 0.05% 39.3 77.1 50.6 64.8 85.4

Table 2: Evaluation on the ScanNet and vKITTI datasets.

Input Ground Truth SSPC-Net (0.002%)

Figure 4: The visual results on the S3DIS dataset with su-
pervision rate of 0.002%.

overlapping sub-sequences and employ 6-fold cross valida-
tion following (Ye et al. 2018). Mean IoU (mIoU), mean
class accuracy (mAcc) and overall accuracy (OA) are em-
ployed for evaluation.

The quantitative results are presented in Tab. 2. With the
0.01% point-level annotations, compared with the baseline
method, our model achieves better segmentation results due
to the dynamic label propagation strategy and the discrimi-
native contextual features generated from the coupled atten-
tion module. In addition, our model can achieve better or
comparable performance than some fully supervised meth-
ods with only 0.01% and 0.05% of the supervised points.

Ablation Study
Contribution of individual components. In this section,
we investigate the contribution of the proposed components
to model performance. The evaluation results on Area5 of
the S3DIS dataset of different components with the supervi-
sion ratio of 0.002% and 0.01% are shown in Tab. 3, where
the components are the graph embedding (Graph Emb.), dy-
namic label propagation (Label Prop.), coupled attention for
feature enhancement (Coup. Attn.). It can be observed that
there is an obvious promotion on the performance with the
addition of dynamic label propagation and couped atten-
tion module, which further demonstrates the effectiveness



Components Rate=0.002% Rate=0.01%

Graph Label Coup. mIoU mAcc OA mIoU mAcc OAEmb. Prop. Attn.

X 39.6 52.1 72.4 48.5 61.2 80.3
X X 40.9 55.8 73.6 50.0 60.6 80.8
X X X 43.0 56.4 76.2 51.5 63.8 82.0

Table 3: The contribution of different components on Area5
of the S3DIS dataset with different annotation rates.

Figure 5: The percentage of supervised superpoints (ss) and
extended superpoints (es) during training. Note that “all”
means the overall superpoints.

of these strategies for the semi-supervision.
Supervision rate. The number of supervised points plays

an important role in the segmentation performance. The
more labeled points, the smaller gap of data distribution be-
tween the semi-supervision and full supervision. To discuss
the effect of various labeling rates on model performance,
we test our method on Area5 of the S3DIS dataset. The re-
sults are shown in Tab. 4. Combined with Tab. 1, it can be
observed that with only few labeled points, our model has
already achieved effective segmentation results. With the
growth of supervision, the performance of our model fur-
ther increases. It is worth noting that we pay more attention
to the cases of extremely few supervision signals, which is
more challenging for the point cloud segmentation task.

Number of the extended superpoints. The dynamic la-
bel propagation strategy plays an important role in our
model. As shown in Fig. 5, we show the proportion of the su-
pervised superpoints and extended superpoints in the train-
ing set when testing on Area 5 of the S3DIS dataset. With the
increase of the annotated points, the proportion of the super-
vised superpoints increases rapidly. Because the probabil-
ity of a superpoint containing a supervised point is getting
higher as well. However, when there are fewer supervised
points, the percentage of extended superpoints is obviously
larger. This demonstrates the importance of pseudo labels
facing extremely few point annotations.

Quality of the extended superpoints. To analyze the
quality of the extended superpoints, we evaluate the over-
all accuracy of the extended superpoints (OA of es) in Tab.
4. Noted that, similar to the aforementioned metrics, the
quantitative results of the extended superpoints are con-
ducted at the point level as well. From Tab. 4, one can see

Rate mIoU mAcc OA OA of es

0.002% 43.0 56.4 76.2 87.3
0.01% 51.5 63.8 82.0 90.9
0.1% 56.2 66.1 84.6 91.0
1.0% 58.3 66.5 85.7 90.1

Table 4: Comparison of various supervision rates on Area5
of the S3DIS dataset, where “es” represents the extended
superpoints.

Interval M mIoU mAcc OA

20 50.2 61.1 81.2
30 50.8 63.3 81.5
40 51.5 63.8 82.0
50 49.6 61.5 80.7
60 49.9 62.2 81.0

Table 5: Comparison of segmentation results with various
interval M of the dynamic label propagation method in the
case of the supervision rate of 0.01%.

that the overall accuracy of extended superpoints is around
90%, which demonstrates the high quality of extended su-
perpoints. This further proves the effectiveness of our label
propagation strategy which generates high-quality pseudo
labels. In addition, the high quality of pseudo labels of the
extended superpoints further reveals the reason for the im-
proved performance based on the label propagation module.

The number of M in dynamic label propagation. Dur-
ing the training, we perform the dynamic label propaga-
tion method every M epochs. For comparison, we train our
model with various interval M while keeping other parame-
ters unchanged with the supervision rate of 0.01%. The eval-
uation results on Area 5 of the S3DIS dataset are shown in
Tab. 5. It can be observed that when M = 40, our model
achieves the best performance.

Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a semi-supervised point cloud
segmentation network. We first partitioned the whole point
cloud into superpoints and built the superpoint graphs to
explore the long-range relations in the point cloud. Then
based on superpoint graphs, we proposed a dynamic label
propagation method combined with a superpoint dropout
strategy to generate high-quality pseudo labels for the un-
supervised superpoints. Next, we proposed a coupled atten-
tion module to learn more discriminative contextual features
of superpoints and fully exploit the generated pseudo la-
bels. Our method can achieve better performance than the
current semi-supervised point cloud segmentation methods
with fewer labels.
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